CENTERAMA...

‘On The Waterfront,’ Sunday P.M.; Pre-Thanksgiving Fling In RMC

By PAT JONES

It’s movie time again. Sunday On the Waterfront—with Marlon Brando—will be shown in the RMC at 8:00 pm. Be sure to see it!

Tuesday pm before the holidays started, everybody partied in the basement. There were the ever-present cookies and coffee plus another imported (and, best of all, free) jukebox. Although the latter was inclined to play only half a song before falling into fits of coughing, etc., there were many, many couples dancing.

Noticed Lucy Meinhardt, Ronnie Wells, Gary Poage, and Donna Holmes among the masses. John Stanton and Lonnie Caddell were more interested in the cookie plate! Maybe we could do this again right before the Christmas holidays.

This might be a good time to mention that all the current stream of benevolence and benefits pouring out of the RMC is not the result of activities of lits, the Film Society, the South Main branch of the Avalon or the SPCA. The Student Center Committee is working for the students, and things will continue to improve!

Movies are being planned for next semester, more plans are in the air for improving the basement, and several parties are in the offing.

The Christmas party has been set for December 16—it will be furnished by people, not records. Also the prize for the football mural will be awarded. At some earlier date there will be a tree-decorating party, so watch for signs!

Don’t forget the movie!